
 
STRETCHING NYLON-MULCHER mod.NS 

 

 
 
The Stretching Nylon-Mulchers mod.NS extend both the transparent film on the tunnels and the film of                
mulching. 
They are all adjustable and frictioned because they are robust and at the same time delicate with the plastic                   
allowing to work with very thin films (0.020 mm thick).  
The Stretching Nylon-mulching machines mod.NS have a very high level of adjustability that not only allows                
each organ to be moved in all directions (above, below, right, left, forward, back) but also to be able to carry                     
out this operation in at least 2 or 3 different modes. In this way you can from time to time decide the most                       
convenient and quickest adjustment mode at that time. This gives the Stretching Nylon-mulching machines              
mod.NS an extreme simplicity and immediacy of use. 
The Stretching Nylon-mulching machine mod. NS works using adjustable disks. This machine still uses the               
plastic film with the earth thanks to 2 adjustable disks. 
It has other 2 front furrow discs that allow you to have no problem from soil compaction carried out by the                     
tractor in the previous passages on the same ground when the mulch was put. 
This machine was created to minimize soil compaction by allowing it to be used on all worked terrains. 
Another feature of the Stretching Nylon-mulching model NS is the extreme delicacy with which the plastic film                 
or non-woven fabric (TNT) works thanks to 2 pairs of adjustable wheels. This allows you to work even the                   
thinnest films (mm.0.020 thick) easily. 
From the function of the curvature of the plastic film or TNT given by the so-called "false adjustable arc" derives                    
the correct tension and the duration of the film itself. 
Since the arches don’t all have the same shape, the inclination of the "false bow" is adjustable, obtaining the                   
ideal curvature shape for the arch used. 
The Stenditunnel-mulching machine mod.NS can carry out many other processes simultaneously with a wide              
range of optionals. 
When used as a mulcher, it can put a hose or an irrigation pipe, bore the mulch before transplanting and                    
distribute fertilizer and plant protection products. All in one step. 
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Optionals 
 

- clutched Stretching Nylon 
- clutched Stretching Tube 
- “Tracciafila” dx / sx 
- Pre-transplant film bender 
- Microgranular electric localized for insecticide and / or crystalline fertilizers 
- Localized electric fertilizer spreader 
- Bauling kit (2 disks + 2 shares complete with adjustable attachments) 
- Adjustable front depth adjustment wheels kit 
- Scrapers for discs 
- Vomers interchangeable with the front discs 
- Rear wheels support with extension 

 
The type of frame of the Stretching Nylon-mulching mod.NS allows to work with very minimal distances 
between tunnel and tunnel. 
The possibility of adjusting the frame height allows you to carry it "out of the way" of the tunnels already placed 
reaching the minimum distance. 
For special cases we have added the interchangeable front coulters as optionals to break the ground so that the 
rear discs find a more loose soil. 
Also for the rear support wheels we have added among the optionals the expansions of the frame that lengthen 
it, allowing the wheels to be positioned a lot behind almost the same space as the reinforcement discs. 
 
TECHNICAL FEATURES 
 
Stretching Nylon-mulching machine mod.NS230 - weight. Kg. 390 - film max 
cm.160 - tractors: from 50 upwards 
Stretching Nylon-mulching machine mod.NS260 - weight. Kg. 430 - film max 
cm.200 - tractors: from 50 upwards 
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